
Draft Minutes 
 
Meeting CIPFA SW Council Meeting  Date Friday 19 September  2014  Time 10:00am  Venue Avalon House, Somerton, Somerset TA11 6SB  Present Danny Batten (DB), Henry Lovegrove (HL), Charles Hallows (CH), Janet Faire (JF), Ian Donovan (ID), Phillip West (PW), Adam Broome (AB), Drew Cullen (DC) Cipfa  Apologies Bob Hawkins (BH), and John Bougeard (JB) 

    1 Welcome and Introductions DB welcomed committee members to the meeting. DB introduced Drew Cullen from Cipfa HQ who will be the regions contact officer from the Institute. DB announced that Hywel Pullen had left the Council to take up a position in Wales. DB will write to HP to express his thanks for the contribution he has made to the region in particular the 2013 AGM. Bob Hawkins has written to DB to offer his resignation from the Council.  2 Attendance and Apologies  As above  3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting held on 6 June. These were approved.  4 Matters Arising Bottle of whisky has been sent to SP. AB reported that Grant Thornton were happy to help with regional activities. CH reported that the event ‘Getting Your Message Across’ had been postponed to February due to the speakers prior commitments. It was agreed that a £25 charge would be made for delegates who did not attend or do not send a substitute to the Autumn Conference. A note to this effect to put in the joining instructions. DB to speak to Simon Perks to see if he has a mailing list for SW members. It was agreed to seek paid secretarial support at a rate of £12 per hour in line with parish clerks rates.  ID to see if he could track down a JD for the post. A temporary arrangement to be made in the mean time.  5  Questionnaire drafted by PW/CH  The questionnaire has been agreed and is with CIPFA. Awaiting response to see how it can be used in conjunction with Survey Monkey. PW/CH to chase up with Dee Noonan. PW/CH to circulate questionnaire by 30 September.   
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6.  Reports from Regional Council members on any meetings/events attended on the behalf of the Council.  HL( Regional Representative) presented his report on the CIPFA conference and his induction meeting ,also attended by DB. The conference was also attended by AB . Both agreed that it was an excellent event with Margaret Hodge being the most outstanding speaker.   7. Drew Cullen CIPFA Cipfa has 3 priorities which are student growth, raise public policy profile and grow income with,in particular, going back into Health.  Recruitment has been at the level of 400-500 per annum since the crash. The target for 2014 is 550 but only achieved 450. There is a new initiative for the qualification which is to introduce a module on local audit since the demise of the Audit Commission. Also to try to make the qualification more portable, with the introduction of more commercial skills. International student recruitment is doing well with a 1000 students in total from Bangladesh, Pakistan, Ghana and Malaysia in the main. DB commented on the decline of CIPFA in health and local government saying that something had gone wrong along the way and that places such as the SW required more support than say the SE. DB said that the CIPFA chief Executive had come to an understanding with the HFMA concerning working with them in the future . There was now a Memorandum of Understanding with the HFMA. DB stated that specific targets were required for each region to achieve their KPI ‘s .AB suggested that each region should go away from the Conference for the Regions with their own strategy to achieve the KPI’s. This would form the strategic plan for the region in 2015.  DC stated that rationalisation of the CIPFA property portfolio was progressing with the move to the new premises in Mansell Street planned for January 2015. These moves would leave CIPFA with a substantial capital surplus.  8. Communications with Members The continuing problems with communications and the deficiencies in the data base were explained in detail to DC.   9. Finance Update HL presented the up to date financial position which is healthy. There was some debate on the mileage rate. HL to contact CIPFA and ascertain the current rates. The Regional council policy was reiterated which is to follow the CIPFA guidelines. With regard to speakers it was agreed that the HMRC rate of 45 pence could be paid.  10. Forward Event Planning. Planning for the November Conference was proceeding apace. AB is identifying the final speaker. DB and DC are sorting out publicity for the November event. The post code of the venue is TA3 5QQ. ID and JF will meet in early November to sort out the administrative details. ID said that certain of the speakers may require overnight accommodation at the Holiday Inn . The AGM is fixed for the 17 March 2015. It was agreed that the venus this year would be the Taunton Rugby Club. HL to make arrangements with the Rugby Club.  DC/AB to look for a Health and Social care speaker.  All members of the council to give their views on possible topics for the 



AGM. JF to contact ‘Colour Works’ to provide the afternoon management session.  DB/DC to liaise on publicity.  11. Dates of Future Meetings January 23 Plymouth. AB to contact Plymouth City Council for use of one of their meeting rooms.      


